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Master’s Report
was very well received, and the climax of
a series of talks on environmental issues.
Our first speaker, Rod Sims (1969), has
since been appointed to one of Australia’s
top jobs in the economic sphere, CEO of
ACCC. The dinner was also memorable
because Eakins Hall had been decorated
with the bright House colours of Harry
Potter’s Hogwarts, an initiative taken by
dynamic Willie Quick President, Hannah
Layman. I have also been very pleased with
how well the various academic talks have
been attended this year, and in particular
the Sugden Fellow lecture on French art
in the 1960s by Professor Jill Carrick from
Carleton University, Ottawa.

I

am writing this report on an unusually
warm afternoon in mid-September. As
I look out my window I can see some
students circling around a basketball hoop in
the back car park. For the rest it is very quiet
around the College. It is the mid-semester
break and most of the students are away.
Only a few days ago the entire College was
hyperactive, as students rushed to finalise
mid-term assignments, and simultaneously
just about half the College was involved
in the annual production of the Music and
Drama Society, the musical RENT. Quite a
few Wyverns will have seen one of the four
performances and I am sure that they will
have been as impressed as I was with what
our students are able to achieve.
As I look back on the year so far, I feel a
sense of satisfaction. A lot of hard work has
been done, but there has been also a huge
amount of fun. Student life at Queen’s is
living proof that the best place to live when
studying at the University of Melbourne is
in a college, and that no college has more
to offer than this College. College life is
‘full on’, as the expression goes, and it is
remarkable how our students manage to
make the most of what is on offer.
The past half-year has had many highlights.
Of course there is a personal and subjective
element to these, which I fully recognise. A
real highlight for me was the William Quick
dinner. The guest of honour was the former
Australian of the Year, author and climate
change activist, Tim Flannery. Tim’s speech
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The greatest highlight from my own
perspective however has been the excellent
attendance at Chapel by students and
senior residents. There is great appreciation
for the splendid work of College chaplain,
Rev Sunny Chen. His initiative to invite
students from a particular corridor to attend
and participate in a chapel service has
been an outstanding success. For the tenth
anniversary of the September 11 tragedy,
Sunny invited Imam Riad Galil OAM,
Chaplain at RMIT, to give the address. In
addition, a Jewish student from New York,
Josh, gave a response and there was also
a bible reading by a Buddhist SCR member.
I was delighted to hear that the service
was very well attended (unfortunately I
could not be present because I was briefly
overseas attending a conference in Seoul,
South Korea).
The main event at the College this year is
undoubtedly the construction of the new
Graduate Residence buildings. For months,
crews of builders and workmen have been
labouring to complete the new Graduate
Residences blocks on the south-western
corner of our site. As I write, both the
three-storey and the five-storey blocks
have been built up to the roofline. Now only
the interior work and landscaping remain
to be done. The process, well supervised
by the architects and the College’s project
control group, has gone very smoothly so
far, although it is of course impossible to
avoid extra noise and mess when engaged
in such a massive project.
The completion of the new buildings in late
December or early January will mean an
additional 50 residents and bring about the
biggest change at the College since it went
co-educational in 1973. This is the decisive

response of Queen’s to the challenge
posed by the new course structure at the
University of Melbourne which commenced
in 2008. Most of the additional residential
places will be for graduate students. They
are taking the place of undergraduate
students studying Law, Medicine,
Engineering and other professional courses
before the changes were introduced.
It goes without saying that these
developments will give rise to all manner
of new developments at the College, some
very obvious, others much more subtle.
Much thought, time and energy is being
spent at all levels of the College community
to plan for these substantial changes,
including marketing. It is exciting, but also
somewhat daunting. The Dean of Medicine
said to me “you build the accommodation
and the residents will come”. We hope and
pray that his optimism is well grounded.
From a financial point of view, the Graduate
Residences project represents a major
challenge. The College is taking upon itself
a substantial mortgage, which will take
15 years to pay off. It has been significantly
aided by the generosity of its Wyvern
supporters, whom I would once again wish
to offer my heartfelt thanks. But there is
still a shortfall for this project, particularly
when the additional landscaping costs are
taken into account. As I have increasingly
discovered during the 10 years of my
Mastership, this College cannot flourish and
attain its treasured goals without substantial
philanthropic support. I appeal to Wyverns
to continue this support and raise it to a new
level. To paraphrase Sir Christopher Wren,
if you wish to see a monument to your
generosity, come here and look around.
At the end of the mid-semester break
the students will all be back and they will
celebrate Bentley day, named in honour
of the College’s mascot. Only the most
recent Wyverns will know about this day.
It replaces Valedictory day, which could no
longer be held in the middle of the week.
Its chief event will be known to generations
of students, the grand final of the IFVB,
the inter-floor volleyball competition. After
a day of fun the College will then settle
down to fourth term and the final lap of
the year, requiring much hard work and
concentration. I am sure it will go well, but
will report on it next time, when the College
will have entered its 125th year.
Aedificamus in aeternum.
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Vice-Master’s Report – Corridor culture
Others went on. You could have corridors
compete according to their collective grade
average. H1s could be lured onto your
preferred corridor for next year as long as
the VM played ball with favourable room
selection. There could be enticements or
poaching or a player draft. How about a
prize for the winning corridor? And Neil
Shepperd would definitely be confirmed as
the most popular person in College.
I seriously liked these ideas. And next year
we’ll institute something along such lines.
Of course the size of a corridor will need
to be factored in, along with proximity to
tutors, and the library…

I

t was the start of second semester.
A group was lounging in the corridor
on 1J and I complimented them on
their happy results from first semester.
Conversation moved onto the upcoming
corridor volleyball run by the ‘Dictators’. But
immediately Xavier connected two thoughts
and came up with the birth of another
corridor competition – ‘corridor smarts’.

Earlier in the year our Chaplain had already
introduced corridor chapel. Each corridor per
semester has been asked to attend Sunday
night chapel and to therefore run the risk of
one of Sunny’s Q&A sessions. It’s been so
encouraging to see so many people respond
to this. But maybe it’s Sunny’s candour, his
confessions of a misspent youth, his tales
of hooning and road rage.
For some years the environment committee
has held a ‘lights out challenge’. If folk
simply turn off lights they’re not using then
the College saves money and the planet is
saved from spent fossil fuel.

Admin gives the Club 50% of the savings
and the winning corridor receives honour,
thanks and glory. That’s prize enough.
We once had corridor parties but there was
too much mess and too many problems,
especially with renovated rooms and new
carpet throughout. Corridor dinners are now
in and Lygon Street gets trade as folk dress
up and sample non-Eakins fare. They can
combine with birthday bashes and, even if
there’s no competition, it still builds bonds.
There is that saying – “the corridor that eats
together…”.
Our new website is about to go live. We’ve
changed the design but not the content.
That content includes a strong strain of
corridor culture and you would be surprised
just how many times this comes up when
prospective Queeners are interviewed.
We may sometimes change the methods
employed to build the culture but the
reasons for striving to create it never
change. We want a College that connects
and includes. And the success obtained
each year helps substantially to make our
community the envy of others. Of course
seniors in Clarke/Lapthorne next year do
give us a stairwell rather than a corridor.
Dr Philip Mosely, Vice-Master

Mental Health Forums
Mental illness is a serious issue that is
becoming increasingly prevalent in the
Australian community, particularly in young
adults. Awareness of this issue is gaining
momentum at a national level, and Queen’s
is no exception.
This year marked the beginning of a mental
health initiative that provides members
of the Queen’s College community with
access to additional mental health resources
and support beyond the mentoring program.
Residents have participated in a series
of Mental Health Forums involving
informal discussions with mental health
professionals. These sessions have
provided an opportunity for students to ask
questions about mental health issues in a
comfortable and supportive setting. It is
hoped that through these sessions, mental
health issues can be demystified, and any
associated stigma removed.
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Two forums have been held this year to
date, with Associate Professor Campbell
Paul, Honorary Principal Fellow at
Melbourne University’s Department of
Psychiatry, leading the first event. With over
50 students in attendance at the inaugural
forum, the issue of mental health is clearly
of high interest to the student body.
The Queen’s College Counsellor, El Sautelle
and her Masters colleague, Vanessa Rowell
hosted the second forum. A particularly
successful feature of this forum was the
capacity for students to provide questions
in advance. In addition, the session was
videotaped for the benefit of students
unable to attend.
Feedback from both forums indicates that
students are highly engaged and appreciate
the opportunity to discuss serious issues
that are having a real impact within
the community.

It is important to acknowledge the input of
numerous Wyverns and College members
in this initiative, including Anna Drutschinin
(2007), Renee Carr (2005), Miranda Stanyon
(2010) and Heather Lonsdale (2008).
Sincere thanks to the Queen’s Student
Club Secretary, Ella Price (2009) for her
tireless efforts and relentless enthusiasm
in pursuing this initiative and making it such
a success this year. We look forward to
the continuing success of ongoing Mental
Health Forums in 2012.
Eleanor Sautelle and Annabelle Workman
The College would like to acknowledge
the work of Annabelle Workman over the
past four years. She has provided countless
hours of support to students struggling
with mental health problems and was
instrumental in creating the Mental Health
Forum and its success this year.
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“Our Sights Lifting”

I

n 2006, the College engaged John
Wardle Architects to develop plans
for an Academic & Cultural Centre,
together with accommodation for more
senior students. Students’ expectations
in accommodation requirements are
increasing. The concept developed for the
old tennis court site to the south-west
of the College, responds to these rising
expectations and is developed around a
newly created court which will ultimately
be linked through the Academic & Cultural
Centre to the principal quadrangle, by an
underpass. The proposed buildings have
been warmly received and are the focus of
significant fundraising activity.
The Graduate Residences components
(Stage Two) of our building program,
“Lifting Our Sights”, is rapidly taking shape.
Its massing and some of its finishes are
clear to see as are the basic internal spaces.
The Project Director, as for Stage One, is
Derek Skues and the construction is being
undertaken by Cooper Morison Pty Ltd. It is
pleasing to report that the project is being
delivered on time and on budget.
Fortnightly site meetings are held and the
Project Control Group (PCG) meetings,

The one and two-bedroom apartments are
grouped in a three-level building facing the
University oval and this part of the building
includes a Middle Common Room and a
common laundry facility.
External finishes include polished pre-cast
concrete panels, sand blasted masonry
blocks and glazed bricks.

chaired by Dr David Cousins, meets
monthly to review progress and determine
any matters requiring resolution.

The Vice-Master’s former residence,
which was in need of significant repair,
was demolished to make way for access to
both the new graduate residences and the
proposed Academic & Cultural Centre. A
landscaping plan is currently being prepared
for the Graduate Court and this significant
access area to the west of the College.

Accommodation in this building consists
of a combination of 30 studios, 10
one-bedroom apartments and three
two-bedroom apartments. Each of the
studios has an en-suite bathroom and a
kitchenette and will be sun-filled from their
north facing windows. Access is from a
cloistered balcony as is access to the other
apartments. The studio apartments are
clustered in a five-level block adjacent to
Morrison Close (and Ormond).

In early stages of the planning, it was
thought that the College may have been
able to attract NRAS (National Rental
Affordability Scheme) funding which to date
has not been forthcoming. This possibility
altered the mix of accommodation
planned but in reality has also provided
us with a more adaptable mix which
will provide better accommodation for
graduate students, to support the new
Melbourne Model.

John Castles AM, President of Council

These photographs show progress and
images of the finished building, an exciting
building of which Queen’s College will be
truly proud.
John Castles AM, President of Council
The College acknowledges with grateful
thanks those donors who have helped bring
our plans for Graduate Accommodation
into reality.
Demolition of Vice-Master’s residence

The Studio Wing facade showing north facing windows

Building rising with wall panels and concrete slabs

Image of the proposed building from the Graduate Court
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View of the University face of the complex from
the south end of Morrison Close
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Introducing our new President of the General Committee

W

hen the announcement of
President was first made I felt a
sense of elation and excitement.
I was overwhelmed and it definitely took
quite a few days for reality to sink in. I
was incredibly honoured and excited by
the opportunity and responsibility that
came with the position. I struggled to truly
understand the extent of the announcement
and it has only been since the rest of the
GC was announced that it’s really hit home
just how much is ahead of us. Having a
week before the other GC members were
announced gave me an opportunity to see
how this year’s GC has dealt with issues
and how the committee runs. Sam Barlow
has been fantastic in explaining things
to me clearly and answering all of my
annoying questions.
I have absolutely loved my time at Queen’s.
Since I was little, I was exposed to aspects
of the College having piano lessons at
Queen’s when I was in primary school.
Many family members went to the College
including my father, uncle and some
cousins. Part of my excitement at becoming
President was following the family tradition.
Dad was Senior Student in 1969 and
even though he did oppose the change to
co-education at Queen’s, he has of course
embraced the change since then.

Sam Barlow (2009) and Lizzie Castles (2010)

Primarily though, it was not only the
family connections that made me choose
Queen’s. It was instead the warm, inclusive,
supportive and friendly culture, and the mix
of people that made me choose Queen’s.
As Queen’s College moves into its 125th
year it is time to celebrate what makes
Queen’s the amazing place it is today. It is
time to embrace change while still holding
onto our traditions. With the many changes
occurring at the University, the College too
is in a state of flux providing challenges and
many opportunities for the student club.
It is up to us to make the most of these
opportunities and lead Queen’s into its next
phase of evolution.

The GC plans to focus on improving the
transparency of the communication lines
between students, admin, Council and
any other parties involved. By improving
this, we hope that all members of the
community are able to understand the
plans and desires of the GC and direction of
Queen’s. As a President and as a GC, we
have big plans for the year. At the end of
our second year we are able to appreciate
what makes this College fantastic and
can come up with ways of improving and
developing this.
We want to focus on the integration of
the new MCR students this year making
sure it all runs smoothly and in doing so
making sure the culture at Queen’s is
communicated to this new group to ensure
the integrity of the club and its culture. If
integrated successfully, these new students
and all that they offer can only enhance the
overall culture of this College.
Although we have only been in office for a
very short period of time, we hope, in the
year of change ahead, it can all be positive.
Lizzie Castles, GC President

New Principal Fellow chosen

I

n 2004 the Fellowship of the College,
which has been in continuous
existence since 1889, decided to
make a change in the way it is organised.
The Fellows agreed that they would be
led by a Principal Fellow, nominated by
the Master and chosen by their own
number. The first Principal Fellow has been
Professor Ross Williams AM, who has
performed the role in exemplary fashion for
two three-year terms, the maximum length
permissible in the Rules.
In their May meeting the Fellows chose
Justice David Habersberger to be their
next leader. David has been a Justice of
the Supreme Court of Victoria since 2001
and at present is Principal Judge of the
Commercial and Equity Division. Before
being called to the bench, David had a
distinguished career as a barrister. He took
silk in 1987. He was also Chairman of the
Victorian Bar Council in 1994–1995.
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David’s election as Principal Fellow can be
seen as the climax of a lengthy involvement
with Queen’s College, which started when
he came up to the College from Wesley
in 1965. In 1968 he was President of the
QCS&SC. His marriage to Pam at the end
of that year put an end to his residence at
the College, but he continued as a nonresident and a member of high table.
For many years David was a member of
Council, and as President for the years 1996
to 2002 he was responsible for appointing
me as seventh Master. David was elected
to the Fellowship in February 1992.

A third meeting
in September will
bridge the long
gap between
the May and
February meetings.
I wish the new
Principal Fellow a most successful tenure
of office as he takes on the leadership of
the distinguished body that has graced the
College for so many years.
David Runia

One of the initiatives that the new Principal
Fellow wishes to set in motion is to
increase the knowledge that the Fellows
have of the College and the developments
taking place in it. To this end from this year
onwards the Fellows will be meeting three
times a year.
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Jack Clarke celebrates his 90th birthday

Jack with David Lawrence (1982), Jack Ayerbe (1965),
David Scoullar (1991) and John Castles AM (1966)

Jack and Elaine enjoying morning tea

Jack Clarke with Steve Diamond and John Kalman

T

he College was delighted to host
Jack and Elaine Clarke to morning
tea on 19 May and to celebrate
Jack’s birthday. Former Arch Wyverns,
Fellows, former and current staff, and
friends turned out to support him and wish
him well.

And on another note…
Queen’s Fellow Geoffrey Harcourt AO
(1951) celebrated his 80th birthday with a
group of friends, including Fellows Brian
Howe AO (1957) and Max Corden AC
(1947), in the JCR.

Geoffrey Harcourt AO (1951) with Fellows Brian Howe AO (1957) and Max Corden AC (1947) to his left
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Visit to Dr Samuel Pisar (1953)

O

n 28 June this year, while
spending some weeks in Europe
doing research and spending
time with my family, I had the privilege of
travelling to Paris and paying a visit to Dr
Samuel Pisar AO.
It was the warmest June day in Paris
for many years. In the sweltering heat I
emerged from the metro near the Avenue
Foch and entered a small enclave of highly
exclusive residences. When I found the
right address, I was most courteously
received by a distinguished looking elderly
gentleman who addressed me as Master.
It was the beginning of a visit that I will
long remember.
I doubt that any former resident has had
a life and career that can match what Dr
Pisar has experienced, both in the depths
of what he suffered in World War II and in
the stellar heights of what he has achieved
in the world of international law, politics
and culture. He was born to Jewish parents
in the Polish town of Bialystok in 1929.
After his family was murdered by the
Nazis, he himself spent three years in the
concentration camps, including Auschwitz.
On his liberation from the camps his uncles
brought him out to Melbourne. “Australia
civilized me,” he told me. Queen’s was part
of that process. In the fourth year of his law
degree he spent the year 1953 as a resident
at the College. Even after nearly 60 years he
remembered his time here vividly, including
being a member of the debating team.
Fellow students noticed the numbers on his
arm, but no one ever commented on them.
With the help of the then Dean of Law,
Prof Zelman Cowan, Samuel gained a
scholarship to Harvard, where he completed
a doctorate on the subject of how the West
should respond to the Soviet bloc in the
economic sphere. John Fitzgerald Kennedy
was impressed by his work and when he
became President of the United States he
made Samuel a senior adviser. One of the
first laws he signed on becoming President
was to grant him US citizenship.
From the 1970s onwards Samuel has
practised as an international trade lawyer,
with offices in both Paris and New York.
He is considered one of the most influential
trade lawyers of our time.
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David Runia and Sam Pisar enjoy lunch together in Paris

One of his roles has been General Counsel
of the IOC. He told me that he was put on
the spot when Australian Prime Minister
Paul Keating asked him to ensure that the
Olympics came to Sydney. But in this, as in
so much else, he was successful. He wrote
the speech pronounced by Juan Antonio
Samarach at the closing of the games
which contained the famous line, “the best
Olympics ever”.
In recent years he has become a kind of
rock star. His friend, the famous American
composer Leonard Bernstein, asked him
to compose new lyrics for his Kaddish
symphony written in 1963 (“Kaddish”
means “prayers for the dead” in Hebrew),
but he long refused. He changed his mind
after 9/11 and wrote a new version, which
he called “a dialogue with God”. First
performed in 2003, it has become a huge
international success and he often performs
the role of narrator. He hopes that it will be
performed in Australia and that it will be a
reason for paying another visit to the land
that means so much to him.

I came away from the visit deeply moved
by the warmth with which he received
me and even more impressed by his great
humanity. Based on his experience of the
heights and the depths of what human
beings are capable of, he has a message of
reconciliation for people living today, which
he would also like to bring to Australia and
to the College. It is to be hoped that he
will have that opportunity the next time he
visits our city.
It is a most appropriate recognition of Dr
Pisar’s great contributions to the legal
profession and to humanity at large that at
the recent meeting of the Fellows he was
nominated to be an Honorary Fellow of
Queen’s College. It is a tradition that the
Master convey this news to the new Fellow
in person. Another trip to Paris would be
lovely (though not on such a hot day), but it
is more likely that I will be able to see him
in New York in six weeks time. I certainly
hope it will be possible.
David Runia
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Tenth anniversary of the College Journal, Aedificamus

N

ot long after I arrived back at the
College to take up the post of
Master, some members of both
the SCR and the JCR approached me with
the question if I would support the founding
of a College Journal. Prime movers of the
idea were the then Dean of Chapel, Rev
Dorothy Lee, and Luke Raffin (Law 2000).
I was excited by the idea, because a journal
publishing academic work by residents
of the College and edited primarily by
undergraduate students, with help of the
SCR, fitted in very well with the vision I had
for the College as an academically strong
institution. Moreover I had considerable
experience running an academic journal,
and—more importantly—we could call on
the assistance of my wife Gonni. For more
than a decade she had been doing desktop
publishing work in the Netherlands and was
very experienced in typesetting journals.
So we got to work. A committee was
formed, important decisions were made on
contents and style, and the first volume took
shape. A name had to be chosen and the
committee suggested the first part of the
College’s Latin motto. It was also determined
that the journal would be refereed and that
the list of referees would constitute the
Honorary advisory board. Many Fellows
and other friends of the College have been
prepared to perform this essential role.
I have the first volume before me with its
attractive green cover (also designed by a
student). It was launched on 23 October
2002 by Professor Jaynie Anderson, Fellow
of the College. Since then eight further
volumes have been produced, with the
ninth due to be launched next month.
Each volume contains primarily essays by
undergraduate student of Queen’s. For
most it is their first real publication. The
final of a volume sometimes contains some
pieces that pertain to life at Queen’s. Last
year various documents and addresses
were published that related to the new
stained glass window in the Chapel. I
myself have traditionally contributed a book
review, but last year my contribution was an
article on the College Grace.
Queen’s can be very proud of its academic
journal. May it long continue.
David Runia, Master
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News from the Queen’s College Choir Director
As part of the College’s Concert Series
2011 on 23 October at 2:30pm the choir
explores two sides of its versatility in a
performance of sacred and secular music
of Stanford and Britten. Works include
solo songs of Benjamin Britten, Canticle
1 & 2, Rejoice in the Lamb and the Hymn
to the Virgin, piano Waltzes and oboe
Metamorphoses. Sir Charles Villiers
Stanford is represented by Beati quorum
via and The Bluebird – beautiful and very
contrasting music. Continuing the duel
theme of the program, the concert will
commence in the Junior Common Room
and following intermission will move to the
Chapel. Entry is by donation. Please come
along and bring your friends [and others!]
We are hoping to commence an
important new venture in the new year to
cultivate Organ & Conducting Scholars at
Queen’s College.

Director of the Choir, Christopher Cook (back row, second from the left) with The Master and Vice-Master,
and members of the Choir with the Rev Sunny Chen in the College Chapel

Queen’s has a long and varied tradition of
choral singing, based in the context of its
delightful Chapel, but also through concerts
within and outside the College.
The personal and educative worth of group
musical interaction and singing in particular
is regaining currency, and this is not in the
least due to TV exposure such as Battle of
the Choirs and Glee! The commitment to
set aside a specific time each week, and
being able to perform a real piece of music
within the context of a public event in a few
short hours is amazing preparation for life
in the real world, and through a medium
often not experienced at this level. The
organisational skills involved are invaluable
to professional work and life generally, but
are not always high on the list of kids newly
escaped from the parental nest!
A number of choral scholars are residents at
Queen’s, or are students at the University,
however we gain much in continuity and
maturity by the inclusion of past members
of the general community and we value
their experience.
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Three scholarships are available exclusively
to Queen’s residents. A number of other
scholarships cover places within the choral
structure: there are a Senior Scholar and
three section leaders, in addition to [ideally!]
three other voices per part. The four section
leaders have authority within their section,
provide solos and are the backbone of the
choral sound.
Preference is given to singers and
instrumentalists, and especially to singers
having continuing vocal tuition. Not only
does tuition aid the singer in giving them
new and improved skills, but it helps to
avoid vocal injury and contributes to the
excellence of the overall ensemble. Singing
tuition is now an expectation in this type of
university choir.

A greater web presence will help to further
broaden our outreach and to promote the
worth and standard of the music program
at Queen’s. This is currently underway;
and to better reach our target audience
we also have a facebook page. Type in
Queen’s College Chapel Choir, University of
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
If there is any way in which you can assist
us; whether it is via publicity, recording,
a bequest for a family member(s) who
would like to be remembered in a musical
way, or give support to replace our ageing
and mechanically failing organ, please
contact Ms Sue Felton in the Development
Office on +61 3 9349 0760 or e-mail:
development@queens.unimelb.edu.au
Enquiries regarding the choir are always
welcome, and can be addressed to
the Director, Christopher Cook, at
choir@queens.unimelb.edu.au or by
phoning/texting 0400 255 216.
Christopher Cook, Director

During the academic term the Choir meets
from 4pm on Sundays to learn music for
that night and for concerts and outside
commitments. And we manage to squeeze
in a sweets break and dinner before Chapel
starts at 6:30pm!
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Professional Liaison Networking Breakfast Series

S

ince the report on the first
networking breakfast earlier this
year, students have enjoyed another
four successful events, hearing from
Wyverns who have significant experience
and expertise in their given fields. The
continual theme conveyed throughout the
series was perseverance, being openminded, garnering contacts, relationship
building, and most importantly, that
students should not underestimate their
current college experience.

The speakers were:
Tuesday 19 April, Ian Johnston (1965),
addressed Commerce students and
graduates. Currently Chief Executive
Officer of Foster’s Brewing Group, Ian’s
career included the international food
and beverage industry with Unilever in
Australia, Canada and Europe, and Cadbury
Schweppes in Australia and the UK,
Managing Director of Global Confectionery
and Board Director of Cadbury Schweppes
plc based in London.
Tuesday 17 May, Peter Kay (1964),
addressed Science students and graduates.
He is currently Director of Ceram Polymerik

Pty Ltd, a company that has developed
an innovative fire protection technology
using polymer composites. Peter’s career
included Chief Development Chemist with
Australian Synthetic Rubber (an Exxon,
Mobil, Goodyear joint venture), Far East
Technical Services Manager based in Tokyo
and Manager of the Australian Division of
the Oil Additives business and European
Technology Manager for the Thermoplastics
Rubber Division based in Brussels.
Tuesday 2 August, Warwick Bray (1979)
addressed students in the Maths,
Computer Science and IT fields of study.
Currently Executive Director of Telstra’s
mobile business in Australia, previous roles
have included Managing Director and Global
Sector head at JPMorgan London and a
Partner at McKinsey in London as well
as working in about 30 countries around
the world.

Georgia’s current role is Communications
Manager for L’Oreal Australia responsible
for the national PR for Maybelline NY and
Garnier, and previously as Communicators
Advisor for the Victorian State Government,
publicist for Melbourne Racing Club
and Media/PR Officer for several major
international events.
Nardia is the current Head of Internal
Communications at Australia Post and
previously worked in the financial arena
with ANZ and the Royal Bank of Scotland in
Scotland and Ireland.
Thank you to all our guest speakers for your
wonderful input, generosity of time and
sharing of your experiences.

Tuesday 23 August – the final breakfast of
the series had the surprise element of three
guest speakers. Jane Nethercote (1996),
Georgia Reid (1997) and Nardia Dazkiw
(1997), addressed students from the Arts,
Law, Media, Communications and Public
Relations fields of study.

Ty Ghaswala (2008), Cat Leonard (2011), Travis Rennick
(2011), Josh Tanenbaum (2011), Hannah Layman (2010)
and Jake Workman (2005)

David Runia with guest speaker Ian Johnston (1965),
Ben Killerby (1983) and Sam Barlow (2009)

David Runia with Warwick Bray (1979)

Nardia Dazkiw (1997), Jane Nethercote (1996),
David Runia, Georgia Reid (1997) and Ella Price (2009)
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Jane’s current position is Senior Digital
Editor at Lonely Planet, working previously
as Editorial Assistant, then Deputy Editor, at
‘The Reader’.

Arch Wyvern Tom Hutchinson (2000), Harry Brazel (2005),
Kathy Lenne (2005) and Shen Leong (2009)
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Queen’s Dinners
Health Sciences Dinner
The Health Sciences Dinner was another
delicious occasion and a huge success.
It was a great opportunity for current
students to liaise with Wyverns studying
and practising Medicine and the Health
Sciences, as well as important Faculty
members from the University of Melbourne.
Being able to put the dinner on our Queen’s
account was also a bonus (thanks Mum and
Dad)!
This year the College invited Year 12
students considering studying in this
area, to join us for the Faculty Dinner.
We enjoyed meeting a number of them
and spent a large portion of the evening
persuading them to come to Queen’s.

Commerce Dinner
Thank you to guest speaker Professor Geoff
McColl, Director of the Medical Education
Unit in the Melbourne Medical School and
Professor of Medical Education and Training
at the University of Melbourne.
Geoff’s keynote speech instilled us with
confidence in the University’s new postgraduate medical degree. It was a fantastic
opportunity to hear the University’s vision
for the new program. Now all we have to do
is actually get into the course!
Thank you to everyone who attended the
dinner for making it such a great evening.
Hope to see you next year!
Kirsten Brownstein,
Second Year Biomedicine Student

The evening would not have been the
same without all our distinguished guests.

Rowena Craze, Partner, Risk Consulting, KPMG and guest
speaker, Simon Benson, Partner, Advisory Services, KPMG,
with Melissa Walker (2006), David Runia (1969)
and Tim Crow (2010)

On the night of 12 May, Queen’s served up
their best steak yet! This was of course for
the Commerce Dinner, a night most notably
full of KPMG representatives.
As a first year student it was very
interesting not only to meet graduates,
human resource staff and partners from
one of the faculty’s major employers, but
also to hear how they had gotten to where
they are today. This was the most notable
theme of the night with the guest speaker,
Simon Benson, telling us about the variety
of different paths he’d travelled on before
settling in Melbourne and moving his way
up the KPMG corporate ladder.

Prof Geoff McColl, Kirsten Brownstein (2010) and David Runia (1969)

Overall the night was a great way
to introduce students to the life of a
Commerce graduate and provide a small
insight into what the future may hold and
how many directions it is possible to take.
Simon Benson had a particularly interesting
story as he had worked on a variety of
projects around the world. However, what
came through most strongly was his
motivation and enthusiasm, the importance
of aiming high and striving to achieve.
I thoroughly enjoyed my night, not only
talking to Wyverns and KPMG graduates
but also to fellow Queen’s students. This
night gave all students who attended an
insight into what may come in 12 months
time, in a couple of years time and then all
the way through to the vast variety of things
we could do after graduating.
Jackson Luff,
First year Commerce student

Matt Morey (2007), Zaal Meher-Homji (2007)
and Len Champness (1948)
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John Harrison (1962), Andrew Tonkin (1962)
and John Harris (1964)
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Queen’s Inn Dinner
Thanks to the Melbourne Model turning law
into a graduate degree, law students have
been a rare sight at Queen’s for the past
few years. However, the first year of the
Juris Doctor (JD) has brought a wave of new
Wyvern law students and with it the return of
the Queen’s Law Dinner.
Wyverns both old and new, from varying
stages of their law degrees or careers were
invited to attend, along with current students
interested in completing the JD. The diversity
of the Wyvern network was amazing to
see and the night provided an insight into
the opportunities and experiences offered
through the study of law.
A fantastic (and most entertaining) speech
given by The Honourable Justice Elizabeth
Hollingworth highlighted how law degrees
can really open doors into a vast array of
careers that extend far beyond that of the
courtroom. The wealth of knowledge in the
room was invaluable, and I was honoured

Boat Club Dinner
to be sharing a table with Wyverns of such
worldly experience and advice.
It was also heartening to see that, despite
its notorious difficulty, current students are
coping with the workload, and still managing
to find the balance between leisure and
study. If anything, attending the Queen’s
Law Dinner has increased my interest in
completing the Melbourne JD.
The implementation of the Melbourne
Model may have created some confusion
and more competition for places in graduate
studies of law and medicine, but swapping
stories with Wyverns and other members
of the Queen’s community has assured me
that law is a sure pathway to intellectually
stimulating (and dare I say it) enjoyable
life opportunities.
Lois Pickering, 2nd Year
New Generation Arts student

Once the blisters had started to retreat from
the rowers’ well-worn hands, the Queen’s
College Boat Club gathered in the JCR for a
formal dinner with parents and members of
admin, to celebrate yet another successful
season of rowing for the College.
The night was a joyous occasion. Crew
members were able to enjoy the social side
of rowing, cementing the strong bonds they
had made with their crew members and
coaches throughout the season knowing
that they would not have to get up for
training at 5am anytime soon!
We were fortunate enough to have
Nicole Hirst (2005), a member of the
Middle Common Room, to speak to the
guests not only about many of her rowing
achievements from the coxing seat, but
also about the strong team aspects of
rowing and how rowing not only builds our
muscles, but our character as well.
The Club had many reasons to celebrate the
season. The Men’s First VIII made the final,
placing a strong second against Ormond
College. The Men’s Second VIII rowed
hard to take out 4th place in their section.
Promising times lay ahead for the Men’s
crews with superb talent coming through

David Runia with Travis McCarthy (2008), Alisha Jung (SCR 2010), and guest speaker
The Honourable Justice Elizabeth Hollingworth

Nicole Hirst (2005), Anna Fry (2010) and Pip Bain (2010)

David Runia with Matthew Hicks (1981) from Hicks Oakley
Chessell Williams with Graduate Law Scholarship recipient
Alisha Jung

One of the many strong traditions at Queen’s
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Stuart Moore (2006), Vice Master, Philip Mosely,
Lachlan Vallance (2004) and Courtney Ford (2004)
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QCS&SC Dinner
the club from both school and non-school
rowers. The Women’s crews once again
showed the other colleges why Queen’s is
known for their rowing talents. The Second
VIII took our first place after some wellcontested heats, whilst the First VIII rowed
an aggressive final, also taking our first
place against Ormond College.
Many people need to be thanked for the
wonderful season: the Wyvern coaches
who donated so much of their time and
energy to their respective crews; Queen’s
College Boat Club members who did an
enormous amount of behind-the-season
work to allow the season to run so
smoothly; Ann Wegner for helping organise
the dinner; Ballarat Grammar and Geelong
College who were willing to lend their boats
to us at very reasonable prices, and finally,
Powerhouse Rowing Club who once again
opened their roller doors allowing us to
have a wonderful training location.
Congratulations to all those involved in
rowing this year at Queen’s.
Anna Fry, 2nd year
Bachelor of Environments
President of Queen’s College Boat Club

The third Biennial QCS&SC Executive
Dinner was a memorable night on the 2011
Queen’s College calendar.
The evening in the JCR was well attended
by over 50 former Presidents, Vice
Presidents, Treasurers and Secretaries of
the QCS&SC. There was a tremendous
cross section of Wyverns ranging from
the 1940s through to the members of the
2011 General Committee. Simon Walters
(QCS&SC President 1987) regaled times
gone by and some strong lineage through
his father who was also a Club President
in proposing a toast to all members of the
GC. Mr Allan ‘Hoppy’ Hopgood (QCS&SC
President 1955) was at his comical / cynical
best as he entertained the crowd with
recollections of a distant college history.

Our collegiality continued into the small
hours at the Clyde Hotel, the night a fitting
opportunity for generations of student
leaders to share past experiences and look
ahead to the future of the College.
The next such dinner will be held in 2013,
and we look forward to filling the JCR
with more than 100 people from past
Executive committees.
Tom Hutchinson (2000), Arch-Wyvern

Our congratulations go to those Executives
of the years 2000 (Carly Schrever, Trent
Seamons, James Waugh and Leanne
Seamons (nee Scown), 2007 (Jesse Zanker,
Vic Hammit, Al Boyd and Luke Graham) and
2008 (Geoff Heard, Stuart Moore, Melissa
Walker and Nathan Wright) who successfully
assembled all four committee members
together for the evening. Special mention
needs to be made of Vic Hammit who
travelled from Canberra to attend the event.

Girls 2nd rowing crew

Alan Hopgood (1952) with Belinda Hutchinson (2002),
Anna Melrose (2001), Sam Barlow (2009) and
Arch Wyvern Tom Hutchinson (2000)

Steve (1997) and Keryn Coster (1996) with Carly Schrever
(1998) and Dan Ziffer (1996)

Mens 1st rowing crew

Paul Ryan (1991) with Sarah Smyth (1992) and Os Smyth
(1989) with Adam Day (1990) and Simon Walter (1984)

Susannah Ritchie with Ed Smelt (2004), Mark Tyndall (2003),
Anna Melrose (2001), Paul Butko (2001) and Luke Raffin (2001)

Queen’s College Wyvern Society Newsletter
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MADS production “RENT”
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he 2011 Queen’s College production of RENT, a musical by
Jonathon Larson, was a huge success. The musical follows
the story of a group of struggling artists in The East Village
of New York City during the AIDS crisis of the late 80s.
From pre-production, through to endless rehearsals, singing
lessons, publicity and set construction over 100 people were
involved in putting the show together. With a cast consisting of
freshers, seniors and both middle and senior common rooms,
Queen’s was once again able to blow audiences away with a high
level of talent and enthusiasm.
Parents, Wyverns, students and tutors alike came along to the
show which took over Union House Theatre for three days.
RENT was only able to be such a success with the help of several
local Carlton businesses, and the cast and crew cannot thank them
enough for their ongoing support.
The creative crew was made up of predominantly Queeners and
Wyverns and it is amazing to see the standard of performances
that can be produced by students, most of whom are not studying
music or theatre.
Only two non-Queeners were involved in the production. They
were Timothy Nolan, who directed the play and Lauren Simpkins
who was our pianist.
Many special thanks must be made to Wyverns Dan McKimm
(2008) and Sumita Menon (2009) for their roles as music director
and vocal coach respectively. Without the generous donations of
time and skill from these two the production wouldn’t have been
the great success that it was. It is always nice to see just how
willing Wyverns are to help out with College productions and this
just goes to show how much Queeners and Wyverns love Queen’s.
It has been an absolute pleasure to be involved in RENT and I am
looking forward to seeing what will be done next year by MADS.
Matt Campbell, Producer

Queen’s College Wyvern Society Newsletter
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Non-resident students at Queen’s College
Queen’s College has had a long history of
involvement of non-resident students, since
its very early days. Throughout the years
prominent academics and professionals
have assisted with tutorials, while nonresident students have been encouraged to
attend the College’s teaching programme.
Tutorials have always been seen as the
key feature that college could offer to nonresident students, however in 2010 the
non-resident programme was rejuvenated
to take into account the many other benefits
college has to offer.
Now non-resident students have the choice
to enrol in either the traditional “Tutorial
Package” with tutorial attendance only, or a
more extensive “Semester Package” which
allows them to participate in many aspects
of college life. Students on a semester
package are entitled to attend meals in
the dining hall – each weekday for lunch,
and also on weeknights for dinner when
attending their college tutorials. There is
also the opportunity to get involved in the
social, sporting and cultural side of college
life through non-resident membership of
the Queen’s College Sports and Social Club.
The College’s orientation week is equally
available to non-resident students, and for
that week they may reside in College to
assist in their orientation to the College,
the University, and the wider community.
To further assist their integration, nonresident students are allocated mentors in
the College’s mentoring programme, and
assigned to mentor groups based on their
chosen course. Non-resident students
may use all the College’s facilities, as well
as attend the various talks, concerts, and
professional liaison opportunities.
In 2011 Queen’s has had 12 non-resident
students enrolled in a semester package, a
small but dedicated group. These students
have come from varying backgrounds, and
similarly their reasons for seeking nonresident status have differed also. Some
were students who had been seeking
residency and were not able to gain a place,
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Multi-talented Felicia King (non-resident, Arts 2011), winner of the Queen’s Idol Competition during O’week.
SCR Judges are Tamara Vu, Elizabeth Greentree and Chinni Vidyasagar

but sought to involve themselves in college
life as a non-resident. Others lived locally
and had no desire for a residential place,
but were keen to be a part of the college
community to enhance their university
studies. Still others were new to Melbourne
and also to the idea of college life, and
have found the non-resident programme
has helped the integration process and
introduced them to a world they didn’t
know existed.
The non-resident students at Queen’s
College have been working hard to involve
themselves in the activities of the College,
while also forging their own unique identity
as a group within the College community.
An initiative of the non-resident students of
2011 has been to organise an intercollegiate
non-resident gathering, which is planned for
later this year.

The aim of this is to allow non-resident
students from all the colleges to gather and
talk about their common experience, as well
as to build an intercollegiate community.
Although still in its early stages, this
rejuvenated non-resident programme has
shown much promise, with non-resident
students enjoying the opportunities they
are afforded, and also contributing as
valued members of the community. This
year’s non-resident students in particular
have been enthusiastic, involved, diverse,
talented, and eager to support each other
and contribute to the wider community – a
real embodiment of the Queen’s spirit.
Heather Lonsdale, Associate Dean
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Sugden (Bequest) Society… Want to join our team?
“In life we are in either ‘individual’ or ‘team’
environments and each can give satisfaction.”
In a team, we assume roles in relation to
others and to be successful brings with it
a sense of great achievement. As a team
member we are part of a whole, enjoy
the support received from other team
members and the reward from contributing
to the team.
At Queen’s we have a relatively new
team with 55 members. Members derive
reward from indicating they will be giving
back something for that which has been
received. I refer to the Sugden Society.
We are most grateful to those who have
made a commitment in their Will to support
the College after their life, generally in
recognition of what the College has meant
or done for them.
The changes brought about by the University
of Melbourne’s ‘Melbourne Model’ have
added challenges to the colleges and Queen’s
has had to adapt and is now a different place
from the one we knew. Major building is now
underway to respond to this need.
If we compare Sugden’s trip to the UK
to find funds for future development, the
College literally went ahead on a wing and
a prayer. The term ‘Poor Man’s College’
resonates with experience at Queen’s and

we still pray with some fear that the finances
will be sufficient and much planning and
generosity has seen us to this point.
There will be future changes to which
Queen’s will need to respond. Sugden
Society members have indicated that they
are team members by leaving a bequest to
the College which provides assurance that
further changes will be possible.
The quantum of a bequest is not as
important as the commitment to this team
and indication of a bequest to Queen’s
is the greatest possible indication of
commitment to the team known as the
Sugden Society.

Want to join our team?
Through the generosity of Wyverns who
are lawyers, we are able to provide a free
legal consultation to assist with changes
to Wills.
If you would like to find out more about
being Sugden Society team member,
please contact me on 0439 870 070 or by
email to bequests@queens.unimelb.edu.au
Dr Rob Nethercote

David Runia and Rob Nethercote present Michael Dean, past President of the SCR, with his bequestor pin

Queen’s College Wyvern Society Newsletter
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Queen’s can boast proud achievements
in Forestry amongst its community
Here are some of their stories…
wood fibre requirements of the Newsprint
manufacturing plant at New Norfolk.
Due to my experience, I was invited to
provide technical services for a hardwood
planting scheme in Western and South
Australia, which over a decade or more has
established over 100,000 hectares of trees.

Bob Newman (1947) with field worker next to plaque
commemorating the planting of 1,000,000 trees

Robert Newman OAM (1947)
“As a teenager I was drawn to Forestry
as a career whilst at secondary school in
England. A combination of friendship with
Bomber Command Australians, The Boy
Scouts and my mother also provided a
persuasion. These factors saw me arrive
in Melbourne in 1946 to study Science in
Forestry at The University of Melbourne
and to be a Queen’s resident.
Little did I realise then what a useful
profession Forestry would be. Now, here
I am 60 years later, asked to relate some
highlights over the years.
On the commercial side, after a further
educational stint at the Australian Forestry
School I assisted in successful research in
methods to regenerate Eucalypt seedlings.
Now there are 250,000 hectares of new
native forests in Tasmania.
I then became the catchment manager for
the Kiewa Hydro-Electric Scheme, involved
in fire protection and stabilising material
disturbed in water race lines.
Helping Australia as a whole, I also became
one of the leaders in encouraging planting
of softwoods, of which Australia had
very little. As a result, an extra 400,000
hectares were planted throughout the
country over 10 years. I was also the first
private forestry consultant in Tasmania and
in the process, encouraged a softwood
tree planting service there, which, after
30 years, is providing much of the fresh
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In 1978 when the Association of Consulting
Foresters of Australia was formed I became
a founding member and then second
president and was the first general forestry
consultant in Tasmania. Becoming a Fellow
in 2005, for contributions to the profession,
I was awarded the N.W. Jolly Medal in 2011.
Among other activities I ran the International
Australian Bicentennial Forestry Conference
in Albury in 1988 which was the initiative of
the AFG (a private tree growers organisation)
and from that, established the National
Foresters’ Grove. This has flourished and
has nearly 200 trees recognising foresters
and industry personnel contributions.
I have taken a special interest in
encouraging high School Students to
take up Forestry and mentoring over 80
Forestry students and young graduates
including Wyvern Geoff Green (1968) of
Myrtleford who became a Forestry Officer
in the Northern Territory before now
managing a very efficient and successful
transport business related to softwood log
deliveries to Forest Products manufacturing
operations in the Murray Valley.
In forestry internationally, I became
the Chairman of the world-wide
Commonwealth Forestry Association
and continue today as a Vice President.
Immediately prior to my Chairmanship as
a member of the Governing council of the
C.F.A. I had the responsibility of making
arrangements for the H.M. The Queens
award for Forestry first presented in
Melbourne in 1988 by the Queen.
My career has enabled me to commence
my PhD on a subject which will hopefully
be helpful to Australian Forestry. I am well
satisfied with my choice of career as it has
been so enjoyable. I therefore very much
recommend it”.

Queen’s cricket match. Ross Squire (bowler)
with Ian Reynolds (1962) taking the catch

Dr Ross Squire (1964)
A long association with the College began
when Ross entered Queen’s in 1964,
following completion of the three year
Diploma of Forestry at Creswick and a
year of fieldwork. He was a member of the
College Cricket team, which won the intercollegiate premiership in that year. A serious
knee injury, courtesy of Denis Oakley (1963)
in a practice match, sidelined Ross for the
1964 football season. He played in the
centre for the 1965 season.
Having a leg in plaster in 1964 attracted the
attention of fellow Botany student and St
Hilda’s resident, Nola Peake. Despite being
in love, in the following year, 1965, Ross
was awarded the Exhibition in Forestry and
the Commonwealth Forestry Bureau Award
(Oxford University) for the Outstanding
Final Year Student (B.Sc.For.), University
of Melbourne.
Ross and Nola were married in the Queen’s
College Chapel in 1967. The reception
followed at St Hilda’s. Nola’s brother,
the late Trevor Peake, followed Ross to
Queen’s, 1968-70. Their elder son, Dr David
Squire, was a resident from 1987 to 1992.
At the end of 1965, having completed
his B.Sc.For., Ross was appointed to the
Research Branch of the Forests Commission,
Victoria, and continued to be employed
until 1993 by the Victorian Government.
His career was primarily in research, both
hands on and management; he also enjoyed
teaching Silviculture for some years.
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Ross was awarded a Churchill Fellowship
for 1976. His research into the productivity
of successive plantations of conifer
monocultures growing on infertile sandy
soils provided the impetus to explore this
subject in New Zealand, the USA, the
Netherlands, the UK and Scandinavia,
and the Churchill Fellowship provided
the means.

management to the IUFRO Centennial
Meeting in Berlin.

In 1978, Ross was welcomed back to
Queen’s for 18 months following the
award of a Commonwealth Post-Graduate
Research Scholarship to undertake PhD
studies in the Botany School. He studied
the effects, in Pinus radiata, on transpiration
and assimilation, of changes in soil water
and soil nitrogen. Ross very much enjoyed
being a member of High Table and recalls
the marvellous social events, especially
Richard Divall’s Dinners and the postprandial gatherings around the piano.

In 1993, Ross chose a change in direction
and spent ten years as a consultant in
forestry and education. He continued as
the forestry representative on CSIRO’s
Agricultural Sector Advisory Committee in
the early 1990s. In 2001-2002, he assisted
CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products to
develop and manage a project for the
Australian Greenhouse Office to describe
the effects of forest management practices
since World War II on carbon stocks in
Australia’s forests.

In 1981, Ross returned to Creswick and
resumed his full time research role with
the Forests Commission. His most notable
contribution to forestry research was in
leading the design and implementation of
two major multi-disciplinary silvicultural
research projects in Victoria during the
1970s, 80s and 90s: first, the maintenance
of long-term productivity of radiata pine
plantations growing on infertile sandy soils
and, secondly, in response to controversy
over clearfelling in Victoria’s native forests,
evaluation of alternative silvicultural
systems for ecological sustainability and
socio-economic acceptability.

Beyond forestry, Ross has been involved
in community service through various
organisations for many years. Ballarat’s
Arch of Victory/Avenue of Honour
Committee continues to provide him the
opportunity to use his scientific knowledge
and experience.

As a result of interest overseas in these
projects, and his involvement with the
International Union of Forest Research
Organisations (IUFRO), Ross was one
of three international scientists invited
to present a Starker Lecture in the 1990
Series at Oregon State University. Ross
addressed the environmental and socioeconomic considerations necessary to
balance the use of native Australian forests,
with insight into the perceptions of the
issues behind sustainable forestry, with
both regional and international implications.
In 1992, Ross was invited to present a
paper on sustainable multiple-use forest
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His career culminated when, as a Super
Scientist, he had full responsibility for
the management of the Victorian Forests
Research Program and the Victorian
School of Forestry and Land Management,
simultaneously.

Ross values greatly the years he spent at
Queen’s (1964-65 and 1978-79) and the
friendships that have endured.

Peter Fagg (1969)

Peter Fagg (1969)
My time at Queen’s
“I lived at Queen’s for two years: 1969 and
1970. Having already completed a threeyear diploma at the School of Forestry at
Creswick, and then a working ‘gap year’ in
1968, I entered the College as a 22-yearold. I found the whole of university life very
stimulating. Those were the days when you
actually had to go to lectures (!) most days
of the week and there were plenty of groups
to get involved with, both on campus and at
Queen’s. I was secretary of the Willie Quick
Club, played football and tennis, rowed, and
made some good friends. I got to know
The Master, Dr Owen Parnaby (whose
brother also happened to be a forester), the
Vice-Master, Jack Clarke, and the Chaplain,
(Rev Evan Lewis) who encouraged me in
my Christian journey. Overall the Queen’s
experience was very positive.”
My career in Forestry
“After obtaining a Bachelor’s degree (two
years after the three-year diploma), I was
posted by the Forests Commission of
Victoria (to which I was bonded for five
years) to a series of short-term jobs before
going to East Gippsland, where I was
engaged in forest research for a number
of years. This work was very satisfying. I
was able to employ my interest and skills
in botany, ecology and geology to identify
ways to successfully manage the plant
disease Cinnamon Fungus, which was
causing widespread tree death at the time.
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as it is managed sustainably and in an
ecologically sensitive manner. Harvesting
meant regeneration and this task always
had its challenges and excitement, including
seed collection, burning for seed-bed
preparation, seeding and the followup surveys to measure success of the
operations. My postings included Rennick
in the west to Bendoc in East Gippsland and
then to Bright.

Later, based in Melbourne, I helped to
make advances in weed control in pine and
eucalypt plantations, and alternatives to
clear-felling. I authored or co-authored many
papers on these research projects.
For about 20 years from 1990, I was
responsible for operational policy
development and implementation in relation
to reforestation, regeneration and thinning
programs in the native State forests in
Victoria. In addition, three very large
bushfires in Victoria over the last eight years
saw me co-ordinating significant silvicultural
‘recovery’ programs with the Department of
Sustainability and Environment.
I have always seen documentation of
research findings and field practice as
important, and the fairly recent production
of silvicultural ‘manuals’ for three of
Victoria’s main forest types was a satisfying
achievement.”

Ray Borschmann

Ray Borschmann, past parent
“The caption was “A Gateway to a Man’s
Career”. So I entered the gates at the School
of Forestry at Creswick in February 1964 to
learn about forests and the many aspects of
their management. It has been a continuing
journey that I have greatly enjoyed and one
which I would not easily swap.

Reflections on my professional life
“I have never regretted choosing Forestry
as a career. The wide-ranging scientific
subjects in my training, followed by the
opportunities to get out ‘into the bush’ and
manage forests sustainably, have allowed
me to use my natural skills and gifts. Since
the early 1980s, Forestry has come under
intense scrutiny from the conservation/
green movement, and the more extreme
organisations want to see all harvesting
stopped in native forests. Based on my
knowledge and experience, this view
is misguided, as all timber harvesting
in Australia is followed by regeneration,
including prescriptions to maintain
biodiversity, and is carbon positive.
Having recently retired, I am keeping up
some interest in Forestry by contributing
to activities of the Institute of Foresters of
Australia.”

My career has been based in Victoria but
it has allowed much travel around most
forested areas of Australia, New Zealand
and into South America. There are always
more aspects to learn about forests and
more ways to efficiently collect, store and
use data. There has been a big increase in
the community’s interest in forests which
has been very refreshing, although the
level of debate about some Forestry issues
has sometimes been at a disappointingly
low level.
My best memories of my early career were
spending most days discovering new (to
me) areas and forest types around Victoria
as I completed timber inventory and insect
surveys. The surveys took me from sea
shores to alpine peaks and from west to
east. During summer there were frequent
interruptions for fire fighting, often in
remote locations.
Many years were spent based in country
towns managing forests for a variety of
purposes, but most time was spent on
timber production and fire management.
Forest management for timber production
has always rested easily with me as long
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In Bright my career had a few major
changes. From pine plantation management
around Bright I was part of the Alpine
Planning Team which prepared the first
management plan for the newly created
Alpine National Park. This was a time to
concentrate on aspects such as planning
for a range of recreational activities, fire
management and management of pest
plants and animals, while maintaining the
intrinsic values of the Park.
The next change was to forestry research
looking at ways of improving the silviculture
(or management) of plantations for wood
production. This included softwood
plantations and eucalypt plantations which
are likely to be our major source of timber
into the future.
Finally I became self employed as a
Forestry Consultant and set up “Plantation
Development Services”. This has lasted
for 15 years and it certainly has been an
exciting, challenging but a rewarding part
of my career. It has continually amazed me
where the business opportunities are, and
how diverse they are. My diverse career
has been invaluable for consulting as there
are usually many issues to integrate to gain
an acceptable outcome. The communities’
values of forest may change with time but
I am convinced that there will always be
opportunities for well trained Foresters.
P.S. “The Gateway to a Man’s Career” is
now a gateway to anyone’s career. Many
women enjoy working in forestry.”
Ray is the father of Michael (1994), Karen
(1996), Prue (1997) who also studied
Forestry, and Julie (2001).
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From the sports field
2011 has been another fantastic year of
sport at Queen’s. As of years past, sport
here has continued to be a unique and
amazing aspect of college life, which truly
exemplifies the college spirit and pride
we have for our castle. However, above
and beyond the sporting achievements
that we have celebrated this year, the
true indicator of the great sporting culture
at Queen’s is the emphasis placed on
mass participation and getting involved
regardless of an individual’s talent level or
previous experience. There aren’t too many
instances where you would find a boat filled
with rowers who have never picked up an
oar before, coxed by someone who has
never donned the microphone, carelessly
meandering down the Yarra. Nor would
you likely see a footballing team with half
a dozen American exchange students,
catching their first glimpse of a Sherrin
when it lands in their hands in a 2nds
football match against Ormond. This is what
makes college sport, and in particular sport
at Queen’s, so great!

missing out on a place in the cricket grand
final by one run soon after, it wasn’t too
long before Queen’s was once again ringing
with the sounds of 220 spoons crashing
into tables in unison. This was due to, what
is historically quite a rare occurrence, with
the men winning the soccer premiership for
the first time since 1999, beating Trinity in
the grand final 1-0. Following this, we have
since celebrated premierships in both 1sts
and 2nds Girls’ rowing, and 2nds netball,
along with a strong second place finish in
the intercollegiate swimming carnival and
a close third in table tennis. The football
season has also just come to its close,
with Queen’s having had a very successful
season, compared to recent years. The
1sts were incredibly unlucky to not make
the grand final, narrowly missing out by a
percentage, whilst the Magoos managed
to ruffle a few feathers and kick a few
goals, despite a few injuries along the way.
The girls also fought hard in the weekend
‘Chooty’ competition, going down to Hilda’s
in the quarter final in a nail-biter.

On a less hypothetical note, there
have been a number of great sporting
achievements this year. Whilst the year
got off on a bit of a sour note, with our
disqualification from girls softball due to a
ruling technicality, and the 1sts cricketers

In all, we are in a strong position to retain
the intercollegiate sporting trophy, the
Tickner Cup, for another year. With tennis
and athletics yet to be played, there is a
great chance of more victories to come,
and additional college points to be won.

As we are writing this on our last official
day as sport reps before the new 2012
representatives are elected, we will sign
off by saying that it has been a privilege for
Kat and I, the two sport representatives for
2011, to have had the opportunity to help
guide and co-ordinate the sporting program
this year. We wish the two incoming sport
reps all the best for the year to come, we
are sure you will do Queen’s proud!
Josh Hendrikse, Male Sports Rep,
third-year Science, New Generation
Katrina Martin, Female Sports Rep,
third-year Science, New Generation

Womens 2nds Netball premiers

Soccer premiership team
Womens 1st and 2nds Rowing

Queen’s College Wyvern Society Newsletter
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Reunions and events 2011

N

ot only has the College been
busy organising events for its
current parents and Friends, but
the second half of 2011 has also seen the
Wyvern Society, under the leadership of
new Arch Wyvern Tom Hutchinson (2000),
host a myriad of community events.
A wonderful Dinner was held in Perth
on 7 September, where guest speaker,
Vice-Master Dr Philip Mosely, addressed
Wyverns, current parents and key personnel
from a range of Perth ‘feeder’ schools.
Parents greatly appreciated the opportunity
to hear ‘fresh’ news of their child(ren) and
view footage of our exciting building plans.

Dennis Fyfe (1965) with Ian Burston (1959)
and Heather Fyfe at the Perth Dinner

Sue and Roly Hunt (1967) with daughter Lily
at the Parents Gathering

John Castles (1966) with Libby Fiztpatrick
and John Tonkin (1960) at the Perth Dinner

Liz Crothers and Roger Bade with Jenny Bigelow
at the Parents Gathering

Tracey and Andrew White (1985) with Kylie Ashenbrenner
(1987) and Scott Bartleet (1986) at the Perth Dinner

Sonya and Philip Brough with daughters Sophie and Imogen
at the Parents Gathering

Fay and Dayle Kenny (1969) with Simon Clarke (1978)
at the Perth Dinner

Guest speaker, Wendy Brooks (1974) with David Runia
at the Collegians Dinner

A 20 Year Reunion, incorporating the years
1989 – 1993, was held in Eakins Hall on
30 September, with Wyverns greatly
enjoying catching up with one another –
after decades in some cases.
On 5 October, the Arch Wyvern again
represented the Wyvern Society by
attending Collegians Dinner, this year
with guest speaker Wendy Brooks (1978),
who talked about her time in residence at
Queen’s and her interesting work in the area
of business development and philanthropy.
Finally, the Wyvern Dinner, held on
9 October, attracted a strong audience with
guest speaker Ellen Sandell (2003), National
Director of the Australian Youth Climate
Coalition. Many thanks to Ben Killerby
(1983) who generously donated bottles of
Killerby Shiraz for the occasion.
Next year the College turns 125 years.
An organising committee has been formed
and will provide as much advance notice
as possible of its key events so that as
many members of our community as
possible can join with us in celebrating this
exciting milestone.
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Todd Gallacher (1991), Angus Webb (1990), David (1991)
and Kerrie Bowyer, Natale Lewington (1990)
and David Scoullar (1991)

Winner of the iPad 2, Bert Hogarth (1984)
with David Lawrence (1982)

Mark Griffiths (1984, Paul Wiegard (1988) Ben Killerby
(1983), Andrea Nixon (1988) with Simon Walter (1984)

Andrew Holman (1991), Sal Fisher (1991)
and Adam Broad (1991)

Vice Masters Philip Mosely, Jack Clarke
and Rob Nethercote

Michelle Yeates (nee Thomas, 1996), Adrian Coghill (1996),
Alex Heddles (1996) and Dan Ziffer (1996)

Julianne Broad (1989), Samantha Cross (1990),
Sasha Herbert (1989) and Emma Williams (1989)

Tom Hutchinson with guest speaker, Ellen Sandell (2003)
and John Castles

Jacinta Fish (1986), Matthew Hicks (1981), Simon Torok
(1986) and Fiona Low (1986)

Fran Dudley (1991), Mick Brown (1991) and Sal Fisher (1991)

Gavin Harrison (1961) with Peter Faull (1961),
John Cox (1961) and Tim Nash (1961)

Cameron Watson (1987), Scott Russell (1981),
Philip Thompson (1981) and James Garde (1983)

Queen’s College Wyvern Society Newsletter
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From the College Librarian – recent
additions to the Wyvern Collection
Kevin Azo (Wyvern) sent Merriment of Parsons
by Trevor Byard (Wyvern), as a donation to
the Sugden Collection. Trevor’s autobiography
delightedly reflects on the humorous side of
all his life’s experiences, and especially those
within the realm of his church ministry.
Andrew Bell
(Wyvern) donated
two books written
by Manfred Clynes
(Wyvern): Music,
Mind, and Brain: The
Neuropsychology of
Music, and Doing
Sentic Cycles.
Manfred has had
a brilliant musical
career and we were

Phyl Frazer-Simons (Wyverna), through her
daughter Christine, donated books on Wesley
and Methodism to the Sugden Collection. It
was wonderful to obtain copies that are no
longer available through our usual suppliers
and rarely pop up on the secondhand market.
Barry Goss donated many boxes of books on
economics which will be perfect for the students.
He also included a terrific book on Walter
Burley Griffin for architecture students, and a
gorgeous book for the Rare Book Collection,
Ballet in Australia: From Pavlova to Rambert.

Dorothy Coombe and family donated many
boxes of books from the library of Rev
Murray Coombe (Wyvern). Murray had
been a Methodist/Uniting Church minister
all his working life, and missionary to PNG.
We found many gems from years-gone-by
which are difficult to find nowadays, and they
filled many gaps in our Sugden Collection.
Ian Eggleston
used the Sugden
Collection (as well
as other sources) to
research his family
history, and published
John Waterhouse
Eggleston (18471912). The Sugden
Collection contains
much material that is
relevant to researchers
of families with prominent Methodist ancestry.
Ben Fon (Wyvern and staff member)
donated a large number of DVDs. Students
regularly borrow them for a leisure activity to
balance their academic study. The popularity
of the DVDs to date shows that students
appreciate his movies preferences.
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Frank A. Lees Haiku Four Seasons. Frank’s
book of haiku poetry includes one about Wyvern,
Simon McDowall (in memoriam). It testifies to
a wonderful man. We are glad to have received
this book and keep it in the Wyvern collection
in honour of Simon’s esteemed character.
Kate McCormack (current student) donated her
texts from previous semesters. Lecturers tend to
prescribe the same texts again in following years,
so the generous gift will benefit a succession
of Queen’s residents following after Kate.

glad to receive his books.
Barry Brown (Wyvern) authored William
Witton, 1811-1886: “Almost Perpetual
Curate”. It is an historical account of the life
and lay-ministry of Witton, a colonial pioneer
of 1830. He laid the foundations of Wesleyan
Methodist work in Victoria and Tasmania. It
is easy to read and thoroughly researched.

QC features several times; and a signed
copy of Australia’s Quest for Colonial Health
which is important for the primary sources it
contains. Lecturers stress the importance of
primary documents in student research.

John Hurley (Wyvern) researched the
most interesting life of his father, also a
Wyvern: Sir Victor Hurley: surgeon, soldier
& administrator, 1888-1958. It is an easyto-read and fascinating biography of a most
talented man. Queen’s is always proud of its
Wyverns (in this case two of them!) and loves
to hear of their accomplishments in life.
Winifred Johns has long been a friend and
generous donor to the Sugden Collection, and
has a wonderful ability to source old and obscure
but precious items. She sent two gems in recent
months: Berriman: Incidents in the Life of Samuel
Ham Containing Reminiscences of His Early Life
and Manhood and Moore: History of Wesleyan
Methodism in Burnley and East Lancashire. The
latter is a first edition, signed by the author.
Terezia Kalkbrenner, QC’s wonderful
receptionist, indispensible to both students
and staff alike, donated a number of
academic books on a wide variety of topics.
Terezia’s brilliant rapport with students
gives her ‘insider knowledge’ of the books
that would be relevant to their studies.
Eleanor Leake
(Wyverna) sent some
carefully selected
books back with QC
staff on their visit to
WA. Among them
were The University
of Melbourne:
a Centenary
Portrait in which

Travis McHarg has long been a friend of the
library. He authored and presented The Bible
Christian Church in Victoria 1850s-1902. The
BCC emerged from the revivals invigorated
by the Wesleys, and participated in the 1902
union to form the Methodist Church. This is an
important work for the Sugden Collection.
Armin Schmidt is a frequent academic
visitor from Germany/UK and a long-standing
friend of Queen’s. He donated Peter Yule’s
book – Carlton: a history. It’s a wonderful
source book on local history, architecture,
culture, business and society, and has
been borrowed several times already.
Belle Workman (Wyvern and current
SCR member) donated Berg: Muted Lines
From Someone Else’s Memory. It contains
philosophical poems about life, the human
condition and potential, and encouragement
to savour the ordinary experiences of life.
QC is privileged that Rev. Martin Wright
(Wyvern) requested that the final copy (bound)
of his Master of Theology thesis should
reside at Queen’s. The title is Commandment
and Law: the Adamic analogy in Romans
7:7-25 (MCD, 2009); the concept of law in
Romans is known to be a challenging topic.
Sincerest thanks to the many people who
generously sent donations to benefit the
library and the Sugden Collection at Annual
Giving time. Respective donations support
the very important tasks of library resources
for our students’ academic studies, and the
preservation of the Methodist record in Australia.

Robin McComiskey, Librarian
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Donor listing 2011
Queen’s College acknowledges with
gratitude the following individuals, charitable
foundations and trusts for their generous
support of Scholarships; the Featonby
Library and the Sugden Heritage Collections
Funds; the College Chapel Fund; the
Music Fund; the Water Conservation and

Harvesting Project Fund; the Indigenous
Scholarship Fund; Student Facilities Fund;
the Master’s Discretion Fund and the
College’s “Lifting Our Sights” Campaign. As
well, we are grateful to those donors who
requested anonymity for their gifts. Gifts
recorded date from 27/11/2010 to 5/10/2011.

Every effort has been made to ensure
accuracy. If an error has occurred, please
accept our apologies and contact the
Development Office on (61) 3 9349 0754
or email devadmin@queens.unimelb.edu.au
so that we can amend our records.
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Wyverns at Large – October 2011
CLASS OF 1966

CLASS OF 1984

RAPKE, Terence

CAMPBELL, James

After most of a working life spent teaching
Classics and Ancient History at universities in
Ghana, Australia, and South Africa and, more
recently as a tour guide in South Africa’s Cape
region, Terence retired three years ago. He
and his wife, Sylvia are now to be found in the
stunningly attractive wine producing region
of Robertson in the Western Cape where
they are completing a house on the local
golf estate. Terence usually visits Melbourne
every two years, which partially explains
his absence from Wyvern gatherings.

After a post-doc in France and four years
with CSIRO in Brisbane James left science to
complete a MBA at MBS. This led to two years
with the international management consultancy
Booz & Company, then a year in a biotech
venture capital. James joined the listed biotech
company ChemGenex Pharmaceuticals in
September 2002, was promoted to COO in 2005
and CFO in 2009. Following the acquisition of
ChemGenex by the US company Cephalon Inc.
in 2011 James has been catching up on family
time and planning some new biotech ventures.
He is married to Kelly with two children; Emma
(May 2000) and Tom (August 2002), living
in Geelong and loving watching the Cats!

Alex Shaik (1990) & Robert Nethercote in Hong Kong

CLASS OF 2004

CROCKFORD, Hugh
Hugh has moved to the USA this year to
take up a residency position at UC Davis.

CLASS OF 1985

Hugo de Garis (1966) and Jack Clarke

de Garis, Hugo
Recently retired Director of the of the Artificial
Brain Lab, Xiamen University in China, Hugo
was engaged in building China’s first artificial
brain. He was recently in Melbourne where
he presented a lecture to the Department of
Electrical Engineering. He enjoyed a formal
dinner at Queen’s and was delighted to have
an extended conversation with students
working in the area of artificial intelligence.
CLASS OF 1968

BLOOD, Tim
Tim has retired as CEO/Chairman of P&O
Australia Limited and Managing Director of
P&O Ports Ltd for Australia/New Zealand, in
2007. He is now living in Daylesford Victoria,
after spending 10 years in Sydney. Tim is
currently a non-executive Director of Central
Highlands Water Region Corporation, a nonexecutive Director of the Port of Brisbane
Pty Ltd and Chairman of Daylesford District
Community Developments Limited.

SHAW, Craig

SESSKIN, Averie

Craig recently completed 10 years in the
Commonwealth Public Service (Defence,
Audit office and now Climate Change and
Energy Efficiency). He is married to Alexa and
they have three children, Darcy (8), Taylor (6)
and Saxon (2). Craig is currently building a
vermiculture business focussing on closing
the nutrient cycle between urban and rural
environments by transforming organic wastes
into natural fertilisers and soil amendments.

Averie now lives and works in Boston, MA USA.
She said 9/11 was one of the reasons she studied
abroad in Australia and is grateful she had the
opportunity to live at Queen’s. Studying abroad is
one of the reasons she does what she does today,
working with international students at Wellesley
College. Averie said she enjoys reminiscing about
her year at Queen’s and hopes to return one day.

SMITH, Kate
CLASS OF 1986

BARTLEET, Scott
Scott has recently moved back to Perth after
having spent 11 years in Aspen Colorado,
USA. Whilst in Aspen, Scott and his wife
Lyndal built a successful architectural
practice www.designinflux.com, renovated
an old 1896 church as their home, and
had two beautiful daughters, Briaelyn and
Mikayli. Scott said it was fun times...but
is glad to finally be back in Australia!
CLASS OF 1990

WATSON, Adele
Adele moved to Sydney in 1999 for a short term
secondment for work and never moved back to
Melbourne! She joined Deloitte as a graduate
and is now a partner in the financial services tax
group. Adele has just taken over ownership of
Vision Personal Training in Crows Nest and says
“if anyone in Sydney lower north shore is looking
to change their “birthday suit”, give me a call!”.

CLASS OF 1983

BEZZANT, Rhys

CLASS OF 2000

Rhys has been working at Ridley College
teaching Church History and Christian thought
since 2004. Rhys will be a visiting research
fellow at Yale Divinity School in 2011.

DOWNS, Lisa
Lisa has moved back down south to
Warrnambool as Media and Policy Adviser for
Federal Member for Wannon, Dan Tehan.

Visit our website www.queens.unimelb.edu.au
to update your details on the Wyvern database.
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CLASS OF 2005
Earlier this year Kate travelled through Vietnam
and Malaysia on her way to China, visiting her
Dad and a Wyvern on the way. Kate has been
in Nanning, Guangxi province, southern China
since April. Her first three months were spent
teaching English to three – six-year-olds in a
kindergarten and has been hired by the main
university to join their ESL staff. In her spare
time, Kate has also visited a friend in Japan for a
week. Kate has spent four months staying with
two different Chinese host families and has a
really good Chinese teacher who is helping her
improve her speaking and writing. Kate says
her aim is to read a book in Chinese but she
still has a long way to go. Kate plans to stay in
Nanning until the end of her contract in July next
year and then leave for another city in China.
CLASS OF 2008

CHAMBERS, Tara
Tara says, “I finished my Bachelor of Music on
the Violin, and I’m now in my second semester of
a Master of Primary Teaching! So fun! Tutored at
Border Music Camp this year (best camp EVER),
it’s a camp held in Albury for rural students to get
experience playing in orchestras. Tutors come
from all over and some of them are in MSO! It’s
such a special experience for the kids! Saving
up to go to Vietnam with my house mate (we
live in West Brunswick) at the end of the year.”
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Conferencing and events at Queen’s College
Queen’s provides a full conferencing service
for both formal and informal events, functions,
and dinners. Meet in one of our newly
renovated rooms or dine in our magnificent
dining hall with soaring ceilings and lots of
ambient light. Our historic Junior Common
Room (JCR) with its beautiful wood panelling
and stained glass windows, is perfect for
your every need from lectures to three course
formal dinners, all fully catered for in-house.
The Conference Department at Queen’s
has been very busy this past year. During
the semester breaks our historic hall and
corridors have been host to a plethora of
conference groups and gatherings, while
during term time the Lade, Stafford and
JCR are bubbling with lectures, training
sessions and day conferences.
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Most notable amongst these were:

At a glance, Queen’s can provide:

>> T
 he University of Melbourne: Melbourne
Welcome Program
>> Interstate Career Practitioners’ Session
>> Department of Justice
>> National Australia Bank
>> The University of Melbourne: Science
Faculty Reunions
>> Chinese Universities Chancellor Tour
>> Three on-site Film Shoots
>> Two 80th Birthdays for Wyverns
>> Victorian House of Representatives

>> Accommodation for up to 210 people
>> Large array of conference and function rooms
>> Limited visiting scholar accommodation
year round
>> Fully catered formal dinners and events

Queen’s College has a reputation for its
hospitality, providing individuals with
comfortable accommodation, serene
function and meeting rooms and nostalgic
birthday locations.

Frank Hofheins
Conference Coordinator
Phone: +61 3 9349 0752
Mobile: +61 0409 143 308
Email: conference@queens.unimelb.edu.au

Additional information can be found on our
website: www.queens.unimelb.edu.au/
venuehire/#facilities
Or for further information, please contact:
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Personalia
The College has been saddened to receive news of
the passing of a number of Wyverns of Queen’s
Mrs Zoe Anderson – Arts (1941)
Mrs E Muriel Watson – Arts (1941)
Mrs Netta M Ellis – Commerce (1943)
Mr Daniel McVey – Engineering (1947)
Mr John D Bailey – Arts (1949)
Mr Krishnapillai Murugasu – Architecture (1951)
Rev Murray Coombe – Science/Theology (1952)
Dr Norris Barry Burnett – Medicine (1960)
Mr Ian L Mair – Science (1960)
The Rev Euan McG Fry – Theology (1962)
Ms Elizabeth H Eldridge – Arts/Law (1974)
Miss Alison M Harbick – Commerce (1985)

New staff
Candice Brown, Marketing
& Admissions Officer

Ben Ristic, IT Manager

Candice holds
a Bachelor of
Journalism (Public
Relations) from
Monash University
and is the newest
member of the
Queen’s College
community.
Previously, Candice worked at a PR
Consultancy specialising in corporate and
community relations and is excited to be
part of the Queen’s team.

Ben brings with
him four years
of professional
IT experience as
well what he calls
“many years of
pulling things apart
to see how they
work”. He holds a
degree in Arts (Philosophy & Information
Technology) and his interests straddle
most technological fields, with open
source software, automotive technology,
audio electronics, guitar playing, home
automation and integrated entertainment
products. Catchcries of “use Linux”, “I
can do that” and “I wonder...” are most
common to his vocabulary, as are “send me
an email”, “log a job” and “I’ll be there in a
moment”.

She is passionate about all things
communications and is a keen writer and
marketing enthusiast.
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Queen’s College
forthcoming
events 2011
Friday 28 October

– Parents’ Cocktail Gathering

Wednesday 16 November
– New York Reunion

Friday 18 November
– San Francisco Reunion

Sunday 20 November
– Advent Chapel Service

Friday 2 December

– 50 Years & Beyond Luncheon

Please remember to view our new
website for upcoming events and
all of the latest news at Queen’s:
www.queens.unimelb.edu.au

Vale Muriel Watson (1923-2011)

Muriel met her husband, Morris (a future
minister), at Queen’s. Together they served
in many parishes with inspirational sincerity
and devotion. In addition, Muriel raised a
family and taught languages part-time.

In her retirement she continued to be
closely involved in church matters and she
was a gracious president and a valuable
committee member of the Wyverna Club.
Much beloved, she will be sadly missed.
By Mimi Roennfeldt,
(Secretary of Wyverna Club)

DARREN RATH ®

prizes and a first class degree. Later a grant
enabled her to further her language studies
at Sienna University, Italy.

design

Muriel, who died
recently, had a long
association with
Queen’s. During her
university course
she was a nonresident student
and her academic
brilliance earned her

